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COVID-19 not vaccine killed health
worker — DOH, FDA
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MANILA, Philippines — The death of a local healthcare worker who
recently received a vaccine for COVID-19 was caused by the coronavirus
disease and not the vaccine, the Department of Health (DOH), and the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) said Thursday.

The DOH and the FDA said that on March 15, “a death was reported in an
individual who had received the COVID-19 vaccine and subsequently tested
positive for COVID 19.”

They added that the Regional and National Adverse Event Following
Immunization (AEFI) committees were then activated to conduct an
investigation of the case.

“Upon completion of the investigation following 2019 WHO (World Health
Organization) AEFI causality assessment methodology, the NAEFIC, and
RAEFIC concluded that the cause of the death was caused by COVID-19 itself,
not by the COVID-19 vaccine. COVID-19 vaccines cannot cause COVID-19,”
the DOH and the FDA said in a joint statement.

In a Viber message, the DOH confirmed that the patient is “a healthcare
worker who succumbed to COVID-19.” It has yet to reveal more details of
the patient and his or her vaccination as of this posting.

“The DOH and FDA emphasize that vaccines are only one part of the
solution in bringing the COVID-19 pandemic to an end. Even with vaccines,
people must continue with the important prevention measures already in
place: wearing masks, maintaining physical distancing, washing hands
frequently, and avoiding crowded places and settings,” the health agencies
said.

The DOH and FDA then encouraged health workers to get vaccinated
especially with the surge of new COVID-19 infections.

“Millions of people around the world have received this vaccine, and
evidence continues to show that the benefit of vaccination outweighs the
risk of severe disease and death caused by COVID-19,” the health agencies
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The Inquirer Foundation supports our healthcare frontliners and is still
accepting cash donations to be deposited at Banco de Oro (BDO) current
account #007960018860 or donate through PayMaya using this link .
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hindi lahat nang nagkakacovid namamatay, katiting lamang... tama na lockdown lockdown
mas madami mamamatay sa gutom. gumagaling din naman ang covid flu lang yan
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With all of the methodology and 2019 blah blah blah. Again, DOH and the so called
infectious disease experts missed something about this 2020 and 2021 developed vaccines.
edited
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derrick 16h

This my point of view....I been reading news on CDN & Inquirer and the real problem is the
Philippines Government who are clueless how reduce the spread...The answer has always
been in front off them lockdown the whole country and control the spread from spreading
further. Even with vaccines the spread is rising tremulously....so what does that tells you ..
your government is encouraging the spread not controlling the spread.

Lockdown will reduce the spread cause its contained ..but if the government allows the
inflow of tourist then you be looking at at a paramedic out of control...Cebu & Cebu city
mayors are not thinking for the people but theirs pockets & possibly corruption....the
whole world know how corrupt is the Philippines Government and how much the people
suffers cause of the injustice done to the Philippine people.... so the solution to heal
Philippines is lockdown to further reduce the spread....as for the health worker my sincere
condolence to her family...benefit of a doubt ..the vaccine can also be the cause but no one
is talkin but a cover up...Vaccines is now a money making industry...trail & errors no one
actually know....  AstraZeneca vaccine   creates clods ... Sinovac ...     Pfizer  -BioNTech   vaccine  are
now showing side effects....so wat is the true vaccines?
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so are you going to feed everyone who'll lose their job? Here's what is best, lock yourself
in your house for eternity and we'll throw away the key.
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2ndwind 17h

hindi porke nainiksyunan na ng bakuna eh epektibo ito kaagad. tunay na buhay po ito,
hindi po ito yung OUTBREAK na pelikula ni Dustin Hoffman. at ang karamihan ng covid
vaccine, eepekto lang talaga mga ilang linggo pagtapos ng 2nd dose
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o ACOSTA ano pa hinihintay mo...PASOK!!! 😜 
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